DESIGNER BRIEF

She enlisted the services of Gráinne of Architectural Spaces.
Her brief was to make adjustments to the spatial plan and
design a warm and uplifting interior.

DESIGNER BRIEF:

The Brewery Cup
When Majella Kilcoyne
decided to refurbish her
premises in Castlebar, she
wanted her coffee shop to be
that little bit extra special for
her customers. She has built up
a good customer base over the
past twelve years and wanted
to be sure of their continued
support as well as welcoming
new customers.
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BEFORE

Working closely with Majella, Gráinne made amendments to
the counter allowing more space to circulate for the staff and
customers. The design of the mirror detail which continues
along the main wall gives a feeling of space as well as drawing the eye to the rear of the shop. In addition, the long mirror
allows customers, with their backs to the counter, to see what
is happening behind them - very fung shui! The fabric on the
back of the fixed seating is rich in design and colour and complements the fresh flowing wallpaper above. The new green
wall panelling continues around the front of the counter and
the same punch of green was used on the wall shelves behind
the counter which enhances the fresh green in the wallpaper
and upholstery fabric. The addition of the outside box planting
on the window cill gives the entrance an individual look while
allowing privacy to the customers inside.
The Brewery Cup is inviting and fresh and together with a new
delicious menu it is a must visit espiaclly for a yummy slice of
cake and a great coffee on those crisp shopping days!
Interior Design by Architectural Spaces.
Tel 091 533800 www.architecturalspaces.com
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